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Dear Investors & Supporters of the Magoma-Kijango Project, 

We hope you are all well and enjoying the start of the spring season! It’s been several months now 
since our last formal investor report, so we wanted to let you know how the second half of our time 
with the Magoma-Kijango Project has been going. Resource stewardship is one of the most 
important values of 2Seeds, and we are committed to maintaining accountability with you through 
these investor reports.  

The project has undergone tremendous transformation & growth in the past few months. Through 
hard work & determination, we, and our Partners, have successfully established a unique, replicable 
egg-production business. The amount of potential contained in this new business is immeasurable: 
the business itself is durable, self-sustaining and resilient and the business managers—our 
Partners—are capable, confident and equipped with the skills and know-how to drive business 
progress for years to come. In the following pages, we hope to give you a glimpse of what we have 
accomplished in Kijango this year and our long-term plans for sustained local ownership.  

We hope you find the following explanation of our work in Kijango informative. We want to thank 
you again for your continued generosity. Your support—financially, intellectually and 
emotionally—throughout the year has made these remarkable results possible. We, and our 
Partners, are deeply grateful for the belief you’ve shown in Kijango.  

As always, please do not hesitate to reach out to either of us directly with questions, feedback or 
just to keep in touch! Thank you again for your choosing to be part of our network. 

 

Yours truly, 

 

Anna Tallmadge & Olivia Kumro  

Project Coordinators, 2015 – 2016 

 

anna.tallmadge@gmail.com  

osk9@cornell.edu  

magoma.project@2seeds.org 
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2015-2016 Project Activities  

From our arrival in August through today, our Partners have seen steady progress and 
development towards self-sustainability. Our relationships are stronger than ever, and we believe 
that our work with the Partners has had a substantial impact on the Kijango community. We know 
that together, we can set the business up for continued success. We would like to share some of the 
highlights and challenges we have encountered so far. 

Project Highlights  

 Construction. Some of our most memorable and productive days this year were during the 
construction of these chicken coops for each of our Partners. Construction of these coops 
was necessary to ensure that the infrastructure for our Partners’ egg-selling business will 
be sturdy and secure enough to last for years to come. We worked tirelessly, in 12-hour 
shifts, 7 days a week, but we always had food, music, and dancing, which kept spirits high. 
This phase of the project was challenging, exciting, and rewarding, and we are all thrilled 
with the final products. 
 

 
 

 Water Security. Water scarcity is one of the biggest challenges facing Kijango, so addressing 
it was a priority for us this year. In September, we completed maintenance work on a 
6,000L water tank located at Kijango Primary School and made plans to build a second tank. 
The construction and installation of a 5,000L tank was completed in early February, just in 
time to collect water during the rainy season. This will further enhance water security in 
Kijango and allow for a consistent water source for the school, even when there are very 
limited rains in the area. 

 School Meals Program. Over the course of the year, we transitioned away from project 
activities at the school and towards the new model of replicable poultry-keeping activities. 
During the transition, we maintained honest and clear communication with the school 
community and remained dedicated to honoring our commitments. In December, we sold 
our flock of 47 chickens, bringing in a total revenue of TZS 280,000 ($130). This money, in 

In October, we drew an initial sketch for our vision of the new chicken coops. By December, 
it had transformed into a reality.  
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addition to the crop and egg sale profits from the past seven months, brought in a total of 
TZS  919,700 ($428) for the school meals program. 

 Trainings & Development. 
Throughout the year, our Partners 
have continued to develop the skills 
they need to manage the project by 
themselves, through hands-on 
experience as well as a series of 
trainings. All five of our Partners 
participated in a variety of trainings, 
including a business-skills refresher 
course, which built off of the 
business curriculum from last year, 
multiple lessons on chick and 
chicken care, and a goal-setting 
workshop for the new business 
activities. These trainings, along 
with the hard work we’ve seen our 
Partners put in this year, make us 
confident that the business is in 
capable hands.  

 Chicks. With all five chicken coops built, trainings performed, and brooders ready, it was 
time to add chicks! This month, we introduced 70 chicks into the Magoma-Kijango Project, 
enabling our Partners to pursue the project’s ultimate goals of human capital development 
and income generation. 

  

Challenges Facing the Project  

 Smooth Transitions. Although our transition away from school-based project activities 
ended up going smoothly, it was still a challenging shift. We, and our Partners, are very 
personally invested in the school community. The foundation of the Kijango Project was 
built around the school and 2Seeds had established strong connections and a sense of 
community there. We were disappointed to move away from this community and worked to 
maintain our relationships and engagement with the students & teachers throughout the 
year.  

 “So Much to Do, So Little Time”. The shortened timeline was our biggest challenge of the 
year. In August, 2Seeds set a goal to transition the existing projects to be self-sustaining by 
December 2016, which involved transitioning out Project Coordinator presence in March 
2016. Thus, our time on-the-ground in our project site was shortened from 11 months to 7 
months. Additionally, we were charged with transforming the project into a self-sustaining 
business that our local Partners could effectively lead long-term without our direct 
involvement. This challenge forced us to operate with urgency & efficiency, prioritize and 
manage tasks and continuously track our progress towards short-term and long-term goals.  
 

Magoma Partner, Robert, leads a training on chicken 
illnesses & medicines.  
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 Handing Over the Reins. Towards the end of our time on-the-ground, we faced the 
challenge of “handing over the reins” to our local Partners and ensuring the business could 
be self-sustaining. In order to navigate this, we strategically scaled back our direct 
involvement in project activities and delegated project responsibilities over to our Partners. 
For example, in February, when it came time to purchase the first round of medicine for the 
chicks, our first instinct was to go directly to the agricultural inputs store and coordinate 
the purchase ourselves. But, instead, we worked with our Partner, Mzee Selemani, to make a 
plan for him to oversee the purchase & delivery of chicken medicine. He was in charge of 
placing the order, traveling into the city to pick it up and distributing it amongst the other 
Partners. By putting the responsibility in his hands, we got to see how he would step up into 
the role without our direct assistance.  

 Setting up Long-Term Structures. Another element of transitioning to local ownership was 
setting up long-term structures that would help promote the sustained success of the 
business. We worked with our Partners to establish a financial system that would allow 
them to reinvest in the business each year. Additionally, we worked to establish detailed 
expectations for each group member’s role so it was clear who was in charge of each project 
operation. We also ran a variety of trainings & capacity-building workshops to encourage 
the Partners to operate at their full-potential and access their full-range of business skills, 
resources and abilities.  

Group trainings were one of the most important strategies for ensuring a smooth 
transfer to local ownership. We worked to equip our Partners with the business skills, 
resources & confidence to be successful business managers & decision-makers.  
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Project Finances  

As you may recall, all of the funds covering project operations and our costs of living here in 
Tanzania were generously donated by investors like you. Our initial goal was to raise $8,000 each, 
giving us a total of $16,000 to cover our year. We raised $16,550, surpassing our initial goal! A 
detailed breakdown of how these funds were allocated is included below.  

Financial Accountability  

Financial accountability is a cornerstone of our project work. During each of our monthly meetings 
with our fellow PCs, we check our numbers with our financial accountability partners. We compare 
pricing and expense trends, and ensure all of us are on the right track. Every month, we budget our 
funds and track our expenses. This is useful not only to see where our money has gone, but also as a 
projection tool to forecast future investments.  

To give you an idea about where your invested money has been used so far, here are a few of our 
major expense categories. We’ve included sums from when we arrived through February, monthly 
averages, plus our forecasts through March 2016 (the end of our commitment here). 

Project-Related Expenses  

Category Year to Date Monthly 
Average 

Forecast through 
March, 2016 

Forecasted Total 

Project Training $69.07 $10.60 $23.26 $92.33 

Project Transportation $489.86 $75.36 $10.23 $500.09 

Project Supplies $470.19 $72.34 $58.14 $528.33 

Project Investments $4,562.47 $701.92 $81.39 $4,643.86 

Totals $5,591.59 $860.22 $173.02 $5,764.61 

 

PC Living Expenses  

Category Year to Date Monthly 
Average 

Forecast through 
March, 2016 

Year Total 

PC Food $1,231.60 $189.48 $116.00 $1,347.60 

PC Transportation $535.58 $82.40 $86.00 $621.58 

PC Occupancy & Rent $736.54 $113.31 $54.00 $790.54 

PC Telephone & Net $382.52 $58.85 $9.50 $392.02 

PC Supplies $230.46 $35.46 $10.00 $240.46 

PC Meetings $431.52 $66.39 $0 $431.52 

Totals $3,548.22 $545.89 $275.50 $3,823.72 
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Other Major Expenses  

Category Total 

Round Trip Airfare $2,813 

Visas & Residence Permits $1,306 

International Insurance $608 

Total $4,727 

 

Expense Summary  

 

 

 

 Oranges: PC Living Expenses   Blues: Stateside Expenses   Greens: Project Expenses 
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Monitoring & Evaluation  

Goals and metrics provide shared focus, structure, and motivation to everyone engaged in the 
development of 2Seeds projects. This includes our local Partners, our 2Seeds colleagues, and us. 
Our project goals are the guideposts that direct us towards the fulfillment of our projects’ missions, 
and realization of our projects’ visions.  

 

Business Results: Egg Sales 
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Business Results from Egg Sales (February-November 2015)

Revenue Costs Profit

Graph Explanation: The original flock of chickens produced eggs from April to November, bringing 
in steady profits between TZS 60,000 and TZS 120,000 each month.  
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Business Results: Crop Sales 

Month  Number of shares sold Revenue 

Jun-15 22 TZS 3,100 

Jul-15 48 TZS 14,200 

Aug-15 30 TZS 3,000 

Total 100 TZS 20,300 

 

Business Results: Chicken Sales 

 Month Number of chickens 
sold 

Price per 
chicken 

Revenue 

 Nov-15 46 TZS 6,000 TZS 276,000 
 Nov-15 1 TZS 4,000 TZS 4,000 

Total  47   TZS 280,000 
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Production Results (February to November 2015)

Graph Explanation: Production was consistently around 1100 eggs per month (about 36 eggs 
per day). The variation in production from month to month was largely caused by changes in 
the health of the flock.  
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Business Results: Summary 

The accumulated profits from egg, crop and chicken sales totaled TZS 919,700 ($428). This 
sum was transferred over to the school community so they could restart the school meals 
program at Kijango Primary School, which hosts over 450 students.  

 
 

 
 

                                                       

 

 

 

Results from Kijango: TZS 919,700 
($428) raised for school-meals program 

Students from the Kijango Primary School came to check out the 
construction of the water tank foundation during their morning break. With 
this water tank, and the one from last year, the school will now have the 
capacity to collect 11,000 liters of water! 
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Business Goals  

With the introduction of the new system of home chicken-coops, we and our Partners 
decided on new business goals relating to production, revenue, profit and savings.  Once 
production starts in July 2016, these goals will serve as an outline for quantitatively 
measuring and tracking business performance month-to-month.  
 

 

 

Monthly Business Goals for Every Chicken Coop

• Projections: Ideally, this breed of chicken lays 27 eggs 
per month per chicken (270 eggs per month for 10 
chickens)

• Goal: Our production goal is 24 eggs per month per 
chicken (240 eggs per month for 10 chickens)  

Production Goal: 
240 eggs/ 

month/Partner

• Projections: If chickens produce maximally (270 eggs 
which is 9 trays) and trays are sold at ideal price of 
TZS 9,500, revenue will be TZS 85,500

• Goal: If chickens produce at production goal (240 eggs 
which is 8 trays) and trays are sold between 9,000 and 
9,500, revenue can be expected to be around 73,000

Revenue Goal:   
TZS 73,000/ 

month/Partner

• Projections: With costs estimated at TZS 47,500, 
with ideal revenue (TZS 85,500), profit will be TZS 
38,100

• Goal: With cost estimates remaining at TZS 47,500, 
with expected revenue (TZS 73,000), profit will be 
TZS 25,600

Profit Goal:          
TZS 25,600/ 

month/Partner  

• Projections: Reinvesting in a new flock of chickens & 
covering the cost of raising chicks will cost an 
estimated TZS 209,000. Selling chickens will bring in 
TZS 80,000 leaving TZS 129,000 to raise

• Goal: To raise TZS 129,000, Partners will contribute 
TZS 11,000 each month for a year to re-invest in a new 
flock of chicks

Savings Goal:   TZS 
11,000/ 

month/Partner
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Business Partners  

We are also working to improve business operations by building the capacity of our Partners in 
their roles. Here are a few updates on our work together with key Partners. 

 Kuraishi (Group Treasurer): Kuraishi is a natural leader and businessman and his talents really 
shone through in the implementation of the new project activities. Kuraishi stepped up as the 
group mshauri (advisor). On multiple occasions, he confidently and clearly vocalized opinions 
that were different than ours to spur idea-exchange and bring in new perspectives. He is a highly 
capable and engaged decision-maker. In preparation for our departure, we are encouraging 
Kuraishi to adapt his role as group treasurer to hold all the group members accountable for 
tracking their business performance. Kuraishi has a wealth of experience with number-crunching 
and record-keeping. We are hoping he steps up as a teacher for the other group members who 
have less experience with these business concepts.    

 Mama Tatu (Group Member): Through their work with 2Seeds, all of our Partners have learned 
business and entrepreneurial skills. Mama Tatu has taken these new strengths of hers to heart, 
using them to work on her other business endeavors outside of 2Seeds. She has taken the initiative 
to write a personal business plan, keeping in mind long-term strategy and measurable goals. 
Mama Tatu, a reliable, strong Partner who has made us feel at home this entire year, is a fantastic 
example of how 2Seeds’ human capital development not only applies to the Partners’ roles in the 
project, but also in their own ventures.  

 Mzee Selemani (Inputs Coordinator): Mzee Selemani is a quiet man with a huge heart and self-
confidence that is growing every day. His role in the Kijango business has always been to obtain the 
supplies needed each month, mostly chicken food and medicine. This role, which already carried a 
lot of weight in the old system, holds even more responsibility now that the business will be 
sustained solely by our Partners. Mzee Selemani has already shown his capabilities in this role 
after making the two-hour trip into Korogwe, making decisions about necessary supplies, and 
coordinating the purchases, completely independently. 
 

 

Tuko Pamoja! The whole group gets together in front of Mama Sharifa’s 
newly completed chicken coop. From left to right: Fatuma, Asha, Rama, 
Mama Dalia, Mama Sharifa, Olivia, Mama Tatu, Kuraishi, Mzee Selemani and 
Anna. 
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Final Notes: Looking Back & Looking Forward  

 

Looking back, it seems that our term as Project Coordinators was short. But, we are proud & 
humbled to reflect on the incredible progress of the Magoma-Kijango Project. When we arrived in 
Kijango, the project was facing many set-backs and needed an infusion of new ideas and energy. We, 
and our Partners, stepped up to the challenge and cooperatively drove project progress with the 
urgency & efficiency that our short timeline demanded. In our time as Project Coordinators, we 
successfully established a network of simple, replicable chicken coops, professionalized business 
operations, set up resilient financial & human capital structures and promoted long-term 
sustainability. As we prepare to depart Kijango, we are filled with confidence in the ability of our 
Partners to take ownership over the business and continue pushing for remarkable results.   

2015-2016 Key Results from Kijango  

 Establishing a network of simple, innovative, replicable chicken coops 
 Transferring an accumulated profit of TZS 919,700 to Kijango Primary School to restart the school 

meals program  
 Installing water tanks that allow for 11,000L of additional water storage for the school community 
 Leading 4 tailored, creative trainings on knowledge and business management  
 Setting-up resilient structures to promote the long-term durability and sustainability of the 

business 
 Establishing the projects’ first-ever financial management system, including a savings plan that will 

allow for yearly reinvestment in the business  
 Facilitating the human capital development of our 5 Partners & promoting their confidence, 

potential and opportunities for growth  

In 2015-2016, we intentionally developed the project through 6 key stages within the 

framework of our long-term goal of self-sustainability & local ownership: (1) transitioning 
away from project activities at the school (2) planning for a new project model (3) 
construction (4) trainings (5) setting up a financial system & establishing business 
production goals and (6) promoting the capacity of our Partners to take over the 
management of the business.  
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Social Media  

Following the Magoma Project 

This investor report reflects some of the foundations, framework, and progresses of our project. If 
you want a closer look, and to stay connected to our day-to-day operations and advances, connect 
to our project through our social media outlets. 

 

We try to tweet frequently from our project site, as cell reception and 
internet connectivity allow. You can follow the Magoma Project here, 
https://twitter.com/MagomaProject Don’t forget to tweet 
@MagomaProject, and tag #2Seeds!  
 

 

In addition, we periodically write blog posts about everything from 
important developments in the project, to our next quarter’s goals, to our 
new friendships in Magoma. You can read our thoughts here, 
http://themagomaproject.tumblr.com/.  
 
The hub of all of this activity is the Magoma Project’s Facebook page, 
here https://www.facebook.com/Magomaproject. Like us, refer us to 
your friends, and follow our activity. We love staying connected. 
 
See pictures from the ground of PCs and Partners on the Magoma Project 
Instagram here, http://instagram.com/MagomaProject. 

Keeping up with 2Seeds 

Please take a look at the 2Seeds Network’s social media pages. You’ll find content relevant to all of 
the projects, network-wide initiatives, corporate activities, recruitment, and more. 

 

Frequent updates from the ground in Tanzania and from the US. You can 
follow the 2Seeds Network here, https://twitter.com/2SeedsNetwork . 
Don’t forget to tweet @2Seeds Network, and tag #2Seeds! 
 

 

Look to the corporate blog for posts about strategy, developments, and 
other content related to 2Seeds and its work. You can read the 2Seeds 
corporate blog here, http://2seedsnetwork.wordpress.com/. 

 

Find pictures, links, and more on the 2Seeds Facebook page, here 
https://www.facebook.com/2seedsnetwork . Like it, refer it, and keep up 
with the progress of 2Seeds. 
 

 

See pictures from the ground of PCs and Partners on the 2Seeds 
Instagram here, http://instagram.com/2seedsnetwork. 

 

 

http://themagomaproject.tumblr.com/
https://www.facebook.com/lutindiproject
http://instagram.com/LutindiProject
https://twitter.com/2SeedsNetwork
http://2seedsnetwork.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/2seedsnetwork
http://instagram.com/2seedsnetwork
http://2seedsnetwork.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/2seedsnetwork
http://instagram.com/2seedsnetwork
https://twitter.com/2SeedsNetwork
https://twitter.com/MagomaProject
http://themagomaproject.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/MagomaProject
http://instagram.com/MagomaProject
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2Seeds Network  

As you probably recall, 2Seeds Network is a US-based 501(c)(3) nonprofit working in the Korogwe 
District, the Handeni District, and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. 2Seeds leverages the innovative spirit 
and leadership capabilities of young adults from across the world in order to incubate community 
based, self-sustaining, interdependent projects in Tanzania. 
 
The 2Seeds Network believes that developing human capital is the key to catalyzing economic 
growth within extremely poor communities. Guided by our values, we are creating a network of 
independent yet interconnected agricultural development projects built on deep partnerships 
within and across communities. We strive to create environments in which people can achieve their 
full potential and solve problems together.  

Magoma-Kijango Project   

 Magoma-Kijango in total: 
o Total inhabitants: 1,734 people 
o Inhabitants able to work: 900 people 

 2Seeds in Magoma-Kijango: 
o Total: 11  households 
o Number of members in the group: 5 
o Number of experts: 4 
o Number of support Partners: 2 

 2Seeds direct impact, currently: ~44 people (~3% of community) 
 

http://2seedsnetwork.wordpress.com/2013/10/23/the-2seeds-network-and-human-capital-development-what-is-human-capital/
http://2seedsnetwork.wordpress.com/2013/10/29/what-is-the-network/

